
Sudden Valley Emergency Preparedness Committee
Meeting June 27 SWFA at 9am

Present were Mike, Grace, Carol B, Chani, Dave L Henry, Marty Frank, Patty, Ruth Owen, 
Penny, Ben from Maintenance and Chief Ralston.

Timing.  Ben (maintenance) will be preparing the ground on Monday and the tents and 
parking plan will be set up in the afternoon. It is expected that people will come  by 8 and  that
we will be warning of  a finish at 11pm.

Launch areas. The kiddies area will be near the marina and smaller than last year so that the
separation from the 14+ area will be greater.  There will be one lane, parallel to the shore for 
launch so that no one will be firing over anyone else. The number of water containers will be 
ascertained by Ben and Chani with at least one in kiddies and 2 in adult area. The whole area
will be watered down in the afternoon/early  evening after the dog-park is closed. Chani will 
provide fire extinguishers.

Legality. Inspection by SV members will be at the entrance. It was hoped that the fire 
Marshall would be present but that is unlikely. Illegal fireworks can be turned away but Jamie 
Collins is the only person present who could confiscate any. Without extra security we will 
have difficulty in preventing some illegal fireworks.

Security. Chani has 3 security people on hand. One will control parking so that exit is 
possible for all. One will be involved with preventing illegal fireworks entering the dog-park 
area and one will be available to prevent/cite fireworks in the residential areas. 
Crowd control. CERT volunteers will be in the area in pairs and will advise Jamie of illegal 
acts.
CERT has requested a mission number  and Chief R expects to have one by 4th. 
SVARC will keep the CERT volunteers informed using channels CERT 2 or 3 from net control 
(Ben De Boer) at the entrance with a half hour net-check. Ruth is calling all CERT members in
the valley to ask for participation. CERTs can provide band-aids but call 911 for anything 
more.

Forward Planning. The committee members all agreed that they do not want to have 
Sudden Valley used for fireworks for safety of the valley and its people and the water supply 
and that the only alternative would be for a display by a professional. They also agreed that 
as there had been no outright ban by the valley HOA that there would be fireworks and this 
was the best that could be done to prevent chaos, nevertheless, efforts would be made to 
encourage a ban by SV or WWS or the Fire Marshall and get that done long before next 4 th 
July.

Next meeting. The fire station training room was booked for Monday 3July at 9 for a last-
minute meeting to check that all that could be done was being done.


